
WHY SOME STUDENTS CHEAT CAUSE ESSAY

Check out our essay example on Why Some Students Cheat to start writing! studying for some students is a lost cause,
lack of accomplishment and lack of.

So they cheat as well as they hope. Cheating is an unethical way of getting by in life and cheating is a crime.
The competitive high school environment has constant pressure to succeed; therefore, thus, many students
depend on cheating in order to receive the grades that he or she desires. First among these is the fact that it is
easy to do So they get high grades thanks to their own knowledge. The people around us are often more
powerful. That might be the truth for some students, but we need to see the big picture here. A single bad
grade can ruin their chances to get into the graduate school of their choice, get a scholarship or land an
internship. There's a problem with this paper. No one reason can cause a student to cheat. They do not feel
anything wrong, and only think about the result that they can get if the teacher find out his cheating. They feel
really embarrassed by cheating. Third of all, the last reason is the students' environment. Teachers do not fully
understand why the students feel the need to cheat. What hooks you? While the demand for educated labour is
getting higher and higher on the increase , there are only fewer workers who can meet these needs the required
level of literacy. Conversely, on a test day, the calculus students run around frantically trying to receive
questions and answers from students who have already taken the same test, a prime example of cheating.
These students only think about what they must do in order for top colleges to choose them; thus, if cheating is
the answer, they will cheat to receive the better grade. As a result, the students get increasingly creative. And
if someone succeeds at cheating once, they are likely to repeat the task â€” perhaps next in a work
environment. However, in the other room, the actor was wearing Carnegie Mellon apparel. They imagine a
dark future, with no good jobs, no good life. Get Essay They imagine a dark future, with no good jobs, no
good life. If students do not believe this, they should try once in a while to totally rely on themselves during a
particular exam, and surely they would realize how unconfident they were before. There are better options out
there than cheating. Uncover new sources by reviewing other students' references and bibliographies Inspire
new perspectives and arguments or counterarguments to address in your own essay Read our Academic Honor
Code for more information on how to use and how not to use our library. Kibin does not guarantee the
accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of the essays in the library; essay content should not be construed as
advice. Knowing that there should not be any reason that justifies cheating , but nowadays there are still some
students who cheat on their exams. For more information on choosing credible sources for your paper, check
out this blog post. She moves quickly, but not too quickly as to get caught, but just enough so she can get to
her locker to stash the papers They don't fear the punishment. There are the few students who have to deal
with someone abusive in their lives which would cause a lot of anxiety. They achieve that goal by assigning
multiple papers throughout the term. Studying in small increments is more effective than an all-night
cram-a-thon. Essay Topic: Education Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! The students fear
the disappointment caused by failure ;above all, they don't like to face embarrassment. In my opinion schools
should have no tolerance to students who cheat and here are three reasons why. Cheating on exams has many
reasons ,such as being afraid to fail, showing their coolness, and reflecting their environment. I would say yes.


